Door Tablet

Workplace Signage - Overview
What is Door Tablet
Door Tablet is an end-to-end solution
for managing workspaces with
interactive signage. It integrates with
Microsoft 365, Microsoft Exchange,
Google Workspace, Planon and more.
Door Tablet may also integrate with
proprietary schedule systems such as
academic scheduling systems, clinical
scheduling systems and hotel booking
systems.
The solution consists of meeting room
displays, hot desking, huddle spaces and
phone booths systems. We also offer
Wayfinder kiosks to indicate status and
availability of resources. Additionally
Door tablet offers motion sensors,
capacity sensors and access control
systems.

Door Tablet offers a native App on Android , iOS and Windows We
recommend using our purpose-built, professional displays that include
mounting kits, LED lights, PoE, and on some models built-in RFID/NFC/
HiD readers.
The strength of Door Tablet lies in its power of configuration,
customization, features and integrations with smart building solutions.
Get an enterprise grade solution, for any size deployment. The solution
is reliable, flexible, modular, and expandable. It’s also completely
customizable, both in terms of looks and business rules.

Ultimate Ease of Booking
In addition to booking meetings using traditional
methods, Door Tablet offers booking from its interactive
displays. Tapping “Nearby” on any display pulls up
an overview of other workspaces that may be booked
immediately.

Integration, Migration and Mobility
Seamlessly integrate Door Tablet to any scheduling
system. Migrating to another platform? No problem –
take Door Tablet with you. With Door Tablet you are not
tied to any technology or system and may easily migrate
to a new scheduling system. If you relocate, take the
whole Door Tablet system with you.

Secure System Management
Door Tablet can run either on-prem or in your private
cloud, giving you complete security control. Manage
all functions using a web browser. Administrators have
full control of the Door Tablet system and can fine tune
the levels of security and authorizations. Enable or
disable security features, including booking and meeting

Workspace Signage - branded and flexible

information security. You decide what functions are
enabled for different rooms. For example, you may want
to block a specific display from being used to book rooms
unless the user is authorized. Different users may be
allocated different booking privileges via PIN numbers
or RFD/NFC. You decide which rooms are available,
at what time and where these rooms may be booked –
from the booking system, or solely on the touchscreens
outside the room.

Comprehensive Analytics

Wayfinding on Large Screen

Analytics data is collected for every action, allowing you
to audit workspace usage. Utilize Door Tablet with your
analytics to pinpoint users who mismanage resources,
such as booking rooms without using them. Have easy
access to daily, weekly, monthly, annual or “any-intervalyou-want” reports. Armed with these reports, you can
investigate the underlying reasons behind usage patterns
and transform the way you use workspaces and manage
meetings.

Door Tablet Wayfinding displays are built for use on
large screens, usually placed in a central area like the
lobby, reception, or communal space. Use the Door
Tablet ABX (Android) and connect it to large TVs. The
device plugs in easily to your displays using HDMI, with
optional USB connection for touch displays. There is
no need to buy expensive smart TV’s or new software.
Door Tablet Wayfinding provides a number of display
types you may choose from:
• Floor Plan
• Schedule

Professional Display
If you have existing
tablets you can use it
to begin with, before
moving to professional
hardware. For best
results, use our
robust, purpose-built
tablet devices to take
Door Tablet DSK / NU
advantage of their
extended features and robust life span. Professional
displays work “out of the box” and include mounting
kit for any surface, enabling you to put them up
immediately. They also include LED lights, PoE and
WiFi with power saving features which saves costs and
creates a healthier environment.

• Cluster

• Airport
• People
• Academic Info

DeskWare Hot Desk System
DeskWare is a simple yet powerful Hot Desk system for
both end users and administrators. It enables a seamless
experience for booking a desk in advance. Reserve desks
with intuitive web application interfaces. Utilize the
web-app, the mobile App, and optionally use hardware
on desks or in conjunction with Floor Plan kiosks for

flexible booking. Hardware on desks include our circular
Door Tablet CIR devices, desk presence sensors, and
desk LED lights indicating resource availability from
afar. DeskWare does not require representation in
your scheduling system. Numerous features have been
purpose-built for organizations enabling their employees
to work in hybrid mode – remotely and from the office.
Floor Plan Touch Display
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